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What is a jet?
Output of a jet algo

Why are jets useful?
Proxies to partons & their
substructure encodes rich & useful info 

Summary of 
previous lecture 
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Why jets at the EIC?
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The EIC, a jet factory, will make the first jets 
in nuclear DIS and proton-polarized DIS



Back-to-back topology
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A new channel to probe for quark transverse-momentum 
distributions (TMDs) and evolution 
Liu et al. PRL. 122, 192003,  Gutierrez et al. PRL. 121, 162001
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“The advantage of the lepton-jet 
correlation as compared to the standard 
SIDIS processes is that it does not involve 
TMD fragmentation functions.”



EIC
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H1@HERA



Spin-orbit correlations lead to azimuthal asymmetries
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The asymmetry strength reflects a correlation
between proton spin and quark momentum, “Sivers function”
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From  EIC white paper



Dijet events probe the gluon TMD distributions 
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“Di-jet channel is the most promising way to constrain the 
magnitude of the Gluon Sivers function” 
L. Zheng et al. Phys. Rev. D 98, 034011 (2018)



Gluon TMDs, low-x reach
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Double 
charm jet

events
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Dijets in photoproduction can 
probe the photon TMD structure 
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Diffractive jets azimuthal asymmetries probe Wigner function 
(Hatta et al. PRL. 116, 202301 (2016))

The “holy grail” of 3D imaging studies 
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Diffractive dijets
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Hatta et al. PRL. 116, 
202301 (2016)
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Two important EIC documents separated by about a decade 

18This one has not much about jets
                  (~2010)

This one has a lot more
             (~2022)
 



Beware the field moves fast!

“Although there is no known way to 
measure Wigner distributions for quarks 
and gluons…”
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Jets have rich substructure, which encodes rich dynamics 
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Figure by Z. Kang

“Hadron in jet” measurements in DIS involve many 
variables and angles…This is the generalization of “SIDIS”
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Complementarity
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Hadron-in-jet Collins asymmetry at EIC
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PRD 102, 074015 (2020)



These measurements are perhaps the simplest example
Of jet substructure possible…much more is yet to come
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Jets have rich substructure, which encodes rich dynamics 
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How will we measure 
Jet at EIC?



Some key aspects in jet performance

“On average 50% of the momentum of a 50 GeV jet is carried by particles with a 
momentum less than 5% of the jet’s momentum”
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Some key aspects in jet performance

“On average about 60% of a jet’s momentum is carried by charged hadrons, 
photons account for about 25% of the total jet momentum and the remaining 15% 
can be attributed to long-lived neutral hadrons”
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Rev. Mod. Phys. 91, 45003 (2019)
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Energy flow at H1@HERA

Tracker will be much better than at HERA.  Yet, tracker alone is not enough. 
38

Fig. from “An energy flow algorithm for Hadronic 
Reconstruction in OO: Hadroo2”
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Jet performance at the LHC



H1 energy-flow performance 
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Expected jet performance at the EIC
(with energy-flow algorithm)
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Phys.Rev.D 102 (2020) 7, 074015



Expected jet performance at the EIC vs angle
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ATHENA proposal



Unfolding: the art of regularized matrix inversion
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Unfolding with Omnifold (via machine-learning). 
Andreassen et al. PRL 124, 182001 (2020)
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Potential for unprecedented jet measurements 
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How will we measure 
jets at EIC?
Optimal combination of tracks, 
calorimeters, and PID 
detectors. AI-assisted 
reconstruction & unfolding

Why jets at the EIC?
New, powerful tool for all 
pillars of EIC science


